Introduction 28
A fundamental aim in developmental biology is to unravel the mechanisms responsible for the 29 high level of precision observed in terms of growth, scaling and patterning of tissue and organs. 30 The development of anatomical structures, even the simplest three-dimensional structures, is initiated 33 by the establishment of precise patterning (Félix and Barkoulas, 2015; Lander, 2011) . Typical 34 illustrations of patterning-driven morphogenetic events are the differentiation of specific body 35 structures by Hox genes (McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992) , the invagination of the mesoderm governed 36 by the expression of Twist and Snail in Drosophila (Leptin, 1991) and somite differentiation driven by 37 the Notch pathway in chicken (Sato et al., 2002) . Patterning further induces transcriptional regulation 38 of downstream effector molecules such as cytoskeleton regulators. The coordination of these cellular 39 executioners creates mechanical forces that drive specific cellular behaviors and shapes (Smith et al., 40 2018) . In turn, these mechanical forces are able to feedback on patterning regulators to refine this 41 genetic information. Studies on morphogenesis robustness highlight the importance of functional 42 redundancy of genes and regulatory mechanisms (Frankel et This positional information is then translated into a "patchy" pattern of apoptotic cells in the predicted 51 fold domain. Before their elimination, these apoptotic cells exert apico-basal forces, which constitute 52 the initiator mechanical signals for tissue remodelling. These forces are transmitted to their neighbours 53
Since these proteins are all part of the core Arp2/3 complex and give similar phenotypes 66 Strikingly, our results suggest the existence of an unsuspected process constraining morphogenesis 70 variability on top of patterning genes regulation (Fig1f). This prompted us to revisit the prevailing 71 model of morphogenesis robustness relying on strict regulation of morphogen gradients or key identity 72 genes (Gilmour et al., 2017) . 73
We next asked if in the Arpc5 knockdown folds deviated towards particular regions of the 74 tissue. During normal development, fold formation starts ventrally, progresses laterally and ends in the 75 most dorsal region of the leg disc (Monier et al., 2015) . In the Arpc5 knockdown, we noticed that folds 76 were initiated in the correct location as shown by the regular ventral positioning of the indentations 77 (FigS4). However, they deviated proximally or distally when reaching the lateral or dorsal region. We 78 noticed that proximally deviated folds joined a straight cellular alignment at the distal Notch activation 79 border (Fig2a, FigS5a) while distally deviated folds frequently headed towards apico-basal structures 80 of Myosin II (Fig2c) non-associated with apoptosis (FigS5b), located at various distances from the 81 predicted fold domain. Importantly, both regions are strongly enriched in Myosin II, which usually 82 coincides with higher tension. Laser ablation experiments showed that tension was indeed 83 significantly higher at the "Notch border" and at non-apoptotic apico-basal myosin structures (Fig2b, 84 d), compared to the neighboring tissue. Altogether, these data indicate that deviated folds head 85 towards regions of high tension in absence of Arpc5 function. We hypothesized that the potential 86 mechanical interference associated with proximal or distal structures could either be ectopically 87 created or increased following Arpc5 knockdown, or, alternatively, present yet masked during normal 88 development. To discriminate between these possibilities, we analyzed the Myosin II pattern in control 89 flies. Interestingly, both the "Notch border" and non-apoptotic apico-basal myosin structures were 90 present in the control (Fig2a, C, FigS5) and the tension borne by these structures was comparable to 91 that measured in the Arpc5 knockdown (Fig2b,d). Altogether, these data suggest that morphogenesis 92 is permanently challenged by surrounding remodeling events and becomes more sensitive to 93 mechanical perturbations in the Arpc5 knockdown (see scheme in Fig2f). 94
To test the impact of mechanical perturbations on fold formation, we turned to in silico 95 modelling. We previously developed a vertex model able to reproduce leg fold formation both in terms 96 of tissue shape and cellular organization (Monier et al., 2015) . However, this morphogenetic event was 97 considered as an isolated process in these simulations, and the only mechanical forces applied were 98 those originating from the apoptotic cells located in the predicted fold domain. Therefore, we 99 we found that, while fold formation appeared robust in absence of potential interferences, fold shape 102 and directionality were easily altered by local mechanical perturbation at the vicinity of the predicted 103 fold domain (Fig2e, right panels). 104
Altogether, these results strongly suggest that some kind of isolation is required between the 105 fold domain and the neighboring tissue to avoid surrounding mechanical interference and ensure 106 morphogenesis robustness. 107
We next asked how the predicted fold domain could become insensitive to nearby mechanical 108 noise. Strikingly, in the control we noticed that Myosin II bore a polarized apical distribution within 109 the whole leg disc, with a stronger accumulation in the cellular junctions parallel to the future folds (or 110 circumferential junctions) than in perpendicular ones (or proximo-distal junctions) (Fig3a, b). 111
Consistently, Myosin II planar polarity coincided with tension anisotropy at the junction level, with 112 circumferential junctions bearing more tension than proximo-distal junctions ( We then asked how Myosin II polarity could protect morphogenesis from surrounding 118 mechanical disturbances, ensuring robust fold formation. 119
Fold formation relies upon the transmission of apoptotic forces to the apical surface of 120 neighboring living cells that stretch, constrict and ultimately create the fold (Monier 2015) . We 121 therefore hypothesized that Myosin II polarized distribution could generate a bias in long-range force 122 transmission, favoring the transmission of apoptotic forces in the direction of the future fold and 123 avoiding force scattering across the tissue. To test this hypothesis, we compared force transmission in 124 the presence or in the absence of Myosin II planar polarity. Potential bias in force propagation was 125 visualized by analysing the tension pattern in close vicinity to a local mechanical force, compare to the 126 basic tension pattern of the tissue. We first analyzed the basic tension pattern at the multicellular level 127 by performing circular cutting. In the control, circular cutting induced an ovoid-shaped recoil (Fig3c), 128
indicating that tissue tension was stronger in the circumferential axis. The same experiment performed 129 in the Arpc5 knockdown resulted in a circular recoil, indicating that basic tension anisotropy was lost 130 (Fig3c). To specifically analyze force transmission at the apical surface of the leg epithelium, we next 131 generated ectopic forces by laser ablation-induced wound healing (Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen, 132 2013). To do so, we first wound the tissue locally at the level of a tricellular junction, waited for the 133 tissue to repair, and as soon as the healing started generating local forces, we performed a circular cut 134 around the healing region and observed the recoil (Fig3d). Then, in order to specifically analyze force 135 transmission, we compared this release with that observed in absence of preliminary local wound 136 healing. By this way, we observed that in the control, forces generated locally and in a controlled 137 manner are transmitted preferentially in the circumferential direction (the dark grey region in Fig3e is 138 more important for 90° than for 0°). However, this is no longer the case when Myosin polarity is lost 139 following Arpc5 knockdown (the dark blue region in Fig3e is similar irrespective of the angle). We 140 conclude that Arp2/3 controls junctional tension anisotropy through Myosin II planar polarity to avoid 141 apical force scattering, leading to biased force transmission along the circumferential axis during leg 142
development. 143
To directly test the impact of Myosin II planar polarity on fold robustness in vivo, we disrupted 144
Myosin II polarity by an independent method. We generated a new variant of the nanobody-based This work further reveals that fold morphogenesis in the Drosophila developing leg occurs in 171 the presence of mechanical noises, which is most probably a general feature of morphogenetic events. 172
Thus, it is tempting to speculate that mechanical isolation could be required in a wide variety of 173 morphogenetic processes to avoid force scattering and maintain morphogenesis robustness. GFP--trap. Predicted fold domain is highlighted in yellow, real fold in blue and perfect match between 320 them in green. Scale bar represents 20 µm. d, Lateral views of simulations including mechanical 321 perturbation (in black) for different values of junction weight ratio (i.e. tension anisotropy). Predicted 322 fold domain is highlighted in yellow, real fold in blue and perfect match between them in green. e, 323
Schematics of tissue folding with or without tissue planar polarity. Note that Myosin II planar polarity 324 drives anisotropic force transmission, thus isolating mechanically the morphogenesis of the fold, 325
while in absence of Myosin II planar polarity, forces are scattered in the tissue, making fold formation 326 more variable and sensitive to nearby mechanical perturbation. 327 328
Supplementary Materials 329
Materials and Methods 330 penicillin-streptomycin as well as 20-hydroxyecdysone at 2 µg/mL (Sigma-Aldrich, H5142).
379
Leg discs were transferred on a slide in 12 µL of this medium in a well formed by a 120 µm- 387 We characterize the variability of fold formation for legs displaying normal or deviated folds, 388 in the control and in Arpc5 RNAi. Basically, the distance between the Notch signaling -389 labelled by deadpan immunostaining -and the fold was measured using the straight line tool 390 in ImageJ. The measure corresponds to the maximal distance between the fold and the 391 deadpan staining. To calculate the real deviation from the predicted fold domain, we substract 392 the mean distance obtained for control legs to each value. Standard deviation of control legs 393 was measured and used to define predicted fold (± 1.30 µm from the mean), which is 394 highlighted in yellow on the graph in Figure 1b . illuminating during 4-5 s along a 10 pixel radius circle and then ablate circularly during the 433 healing phase using the circular shape described above (see Figure 3d ). Data analysis was 434 performed with the ImageJ software. Briefly, the distance between the location of the circular 435 cut and the maximal recoil induced by this ablation was measured at 0° (proximo-distal axis),
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45° and 90° (circular axis) using the line tool.
437
Modeling 438
Initial tissue generation 439
We modeled the most distal part of the leg imaginal disc [fig1-a], before the T4-T5 fold formation 440 begins as a 2D meshwork around a cylinder caped by two hemispheres, oriented along the proximo-441 distal axis. We started with a mostly hexagonal lattice with a perimeter of 23 cells and a length of 15 442 cells. We perform two rounds of cell divisions with a random division axis to randomize the polygonal 443 cell side number and create an approximately 50 by 30 apical junctions meshwork. Diversity of cell 444
shapes is increased by adding variability to the cells' preferred areas, normally distributed with an 8% 445 variance. The initial tissue has 1652 cells, is 200 µm long in its proximo-distal axis and 100 µm in 446
diameter. 447
Mechanical model 448
The epithelium shape is given by the quasi-static equilibrium of a potential energy dependent on the 449 junctional mesh geometry, following our previous work (Gracia et al., 2019; Monier et al., 2015) . 450
This energy is given in equation (1) and is comprised of three cell-level terms and two constrain terms.
451
At the cell level, apical shape is governed by area and perimeter elasticity terms, following (Bi et al., 452 2015). To these terms, we add a linear apico-basal tension for the apoptotic cells, dependent on cell 453
height. Two more terms ensure maintenance of the overall tissue shape. First, the total volume of 454 the tissue is maintained by an elastic constrain. Second, an external barrier is modeled as a sphere 455 surrounding the tissue; when the distance of a vertex from the sphere center is higher than the 456 sphere radius, it is pulled back to this radius by an elastic force. 457
The value of (Κ V ) was chosen at the lowest value such that compression of the tissue by cellular 459 contractility and the effect of the lumen on the fold formation was minimal and kept the tissue 460
integrity (see FigS6) . Here ! marks the sum over every polygonal cell and ! a sum over every 461
vertex. Apico-basal tension is exerted from the vertices towards the proximo-distal axis. We consider 462
an anchor point ′ as the protection of the vertex onto the proximo-distal axis. ′ is rigidly fixed to 463 this axis. The penetration depth ! ! is defined by: 464
Energy minimum is reached through a gradient descent strategy using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-465
Shanno bound constrained minimization algorithm from the scipy library (van der Walt et al., 2011). 466
Tissue anisotropy 467
In vivo, cell polarity translates in different mechanical properties for different cell junctions. Here, in 468
order to create the cell anisotropy (the ratio between the long axis and the perpendicular axis of the 469 apical surface of the cell), we change the calculus of the apical perimeter by adding a weight on each 470 cell junction. The modified perimeter is calculated as the weighted sum
Where !"∈! denotes a sum over all edges of cell and !" is the weight of the junction , !" is 472 the length of the junction and ! is the number of sides of cell . Note that this weighted sum is 473 equal to the actual perimeter when all weights are equals, and allows to model polarity without direct 474 modification of the other dynamical parameters. 475
We set two different values of the weight depending on whether the edge is in the circumferential axis 476 ( // ) or in the proximo-distal axis ( ! ). Weight is higher for circumferential edges than for proximo-477 distal one ( Supplementary fig 9) . As cell shapes are on average hexagonal, we set the boundary 478 between parallel and perpendicular junctions at /3. 479
Apoptotic process 480
Around 30 apoptotic cells are chosen randomly in the fold region according to a probability density 481 described in our previous work (Monier et al., 2015) . The tissue deforms progressively as apoptotic 482 cells undergo apical constriction and apico-basal traction through gradual changes in their mechanical 483 parameters, while other cells passively follow the deformation. Apoptosis is modeled as a sequence of apical constriction and apico-basal traction. 487
Apical constriction consists in a reduction of the cell's preferred perimeter !,! at a constant rate 488 ! and a reduction of its preferred area !,! at constant rate ! until the cell area reaches a threshold 489 ! as given in equation (4). Once the critical area is reached, preferred area and preferred perimeters 490 are maintained constant. 491
During the apical constriction phase, contraction is propagated to neighboring cells. Contraction rate 493 ! of a neighboring cell decreases linearly as the cell is farther away from the apoptotic cell: 494
495 Here = 1 if the cell is a direct neighbour of the apoptotic cell, 2 if it's a second order neighbor, and 496 so on. !"# is the span of the propagation and !"# the contraction rate for cells at !"# from the 497 apoptic cell. 498
Each apoptotic cell can develop an apico-basal tension, during and after the constriction phase, with 499 probability = exp(− ! / ! ). Traction takes place for ! time steps, during which the apico-basal 500 tension exerted on the face is !" 501
Mechanical perturbation 502
We modeled a mechanical perturbation on the fold formation as one disrupting cell at a ! = 3 cells 503 distance from the fold position in the lateral-dorsal part of the tissue. The disrupting cell dynamic is 504 similar to apoptotis, with apical constriction and apical-basal tension. Apical constriction starts at the 505 beginning of the simulation, and when the critical area is reached, traction is applied until the end of 506 the simulation. At the depth measurement, the traction is active. For every simulation, apart from the 507 time span for which the mechanical perturbation is exerted, the parameters for the perturbing cell 508 are identical to the parameters for the apoptotic cell. 509
Choice of parameter values. 510
The unit energy (denoted by ) is defined so that the area elasticity modulus ! equals 1 / ! . To 511 model lumen incompressibility, lumen volume elasticity ! is such that apical contraction 512 compresses the super--ellipsoid by 5% in volume ( ! = 1.10 !! /µμ ! (Supplementary Fig 6) . 513
Preferred area ! and preferred perimeter ! are chosen to have a constant ! / ! ratio of 2 514 throughout the simulation, this corresponds to a stiff tissue in 515 (Bi et al., 2015) framework. With the above value of ! / ! , we choose the apical perimeter 516 elasticity ! to allow cell shape changes upon apical constriction 517
Please refers to table S1 for a description of parameters and tested values. 518
Code availability 519
The code used for modelling is publicly available: https://github.com/DamCB/tyssue and 520 https://github.com/suzannelab/polarity. 521
Statistical analysis 522
Mann-Whitney U test was used to evaluate the statistical significance of differences observed 523 between our samples, and computed using Prism 8 (Graph Pad). of lumen elasticity K V . Compression is expressed as the ratio between the observed volume and the 599 equilibrium volume V_L^0 (reprendre les expressions de l'équation 1). c, aspect of the virtual tissue at 600 maximum fold depth for different values of K V . Red squared corresponds to the choosen value for K V . 601 d, Simulations obtained at maximal fold depth for distinct values of apical contractility increase rate 602 (y--axis) and apico--basal force (x--axis). All other parameters are unchanged. Fold is in green. 603
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